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A Low Complexity Compressed Sensing-Based
Codec for Consumer Depth Video Sensors

Shengwei Wang , Li Yu , Member, IEEE, and Sen Xiang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In 3-D applications, a high-quality depth video codec
with low complexity is in great demand for consumer devices,
which generally have limited computational resources and energy.
Based on the compressed sensing theory, we propose a low com-
plexity depth video codec to compress depth videos effectively.
The proposed codec decomposes depth blocks via an adaptive
wavelet decomposition algorithm by following the principle of
local entropy minimization. The decomposition can reduce the
amount of local data, and separate depth blocks by frequency
precisely. In order to reduce temporal redundancy, a block aver-
age value-based fast motion estimation scheme is also designed.
Further, a joint optimization method is proposed to select the
best combination of quantization parameter and measurement
rate for each block. The experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed codec, compared with H.265 and H.264, achieves
BD-PSNR improvement up to 1.34 dB and 4.28 dB at most respec-
tively in “AllIntra” mode. In “IPPP” mode, the proposed codec
also achieves BD-PSNR improvement up to 0.62 dB and 1.79 dB
on average respectively. Moreover, compared with other methods,
the complexity and energy consumption of the proposed codec
is much lower, which is adapted to consumer devices well.

Index Terms—Compressed sensing, depth video, measurement
rate, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

DEPTH image based rendering (DIBR) [1] makes it
possible to render virtual views from texture and depth

(T+D) images of reference views. Based on DIBR, three
dimension (3D) applications have shown great potential in
consumer electronics. In T+D videos, compression of depth
videos play an important role. Particularly, depth video sensors
in consumer devices such as cellphones, drones, are required
to implement depth video compression with low complexity.
Moreover, virtual reality (VR) applications make it possible for
users to capture, view and disseminate whole real scenes freely
with consumer terminals. Above applications have shown high
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promises, while they all require a depth video codec with
low-complexity and energy-saving to compress depth videos.

For depth sensors of consumer devices, coding complexity
should be considered carefully, since these devices generally
have limited computational resources and energy. Existing
coding standards such as H.264/AVC [2], H.265/HEVC [3]
cannot meet the demand of depth video sensors due to their
high-complexity. Recently, the compressed sensing theory
(CS) [4] provides a new method to compress videos with
low-complexity. The CS theory can sample signals by sample
rates below the Nyquist sampling theorem according to spar-
sity of signals, which can be used to compress depth videos
efficiently. Additionally, the sampling process is simple, which
can reduce the complexity and save power.

Based on the CS theory, we propose a novel depth video
codec with low-complexity for consumer devices. In the
proposed codec, the encoder processes frames according to
the type of frames. For I frames, the encoder applies an adap-
tive wavelet transform to decompose blocks, following the
principle of local entropy minimization. The wavelet trans-
form separates high and low frequencies, making it convenient
to sample different frequency bands in different measurement
rates. For P frames, a block average value based fast motion
estimation scheme is designed to reduce temporal redundancy
in successive frames. During the process of encoding, a joint
optimization method is developed to select the best combina-
tion of quantization parameter (QP) and measurement rate for
each block, in order to achieve better coding performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II introduces related works. In Section III, the com-
pressed sensing theory is explained. Section IV shows the
proposed codec. Section V explains the joint optimization of
QP and measurement rate. The experiments are conducted in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII draws the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Aiming at reducing the complexity of traditional video cod-
ing standards, many methods [5], [6], [7] have been proposed
recently. In order to reduce the complexity of motion estima-
tion, an algorithm, which consists of sub-sampling, data reuse,
pixel truncation and adaptive search range, was proposed
in [6]. Singhadia et al. [7] proposed a memory efficient
addressing algorithm for DCT in HEVC, which has a low
power dissipation. Meanwhile, Garrido et al. [8] designed an
architecture to implement the multiple transform of VVC [9]
on FPGA chips with a moderate consumption of hardware
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resources. Wang et al. [10] designed a parallel loop filtering
scheme on GPU for HEVC. Moreover, Kim and Lee [11]
segmented input videos into the foreground and background
to control the complexity respectively, achieving low-power
surveillance video coding.

Compared with traditional standard encoders, the CS the-
ory provides a novel way to encode depth videos. By
utilizing the low sampling rate and the simple process of
sampling, researchers have developed many CS-based video
encoders [12], [13]. A CS-based video encoder mainly consists
of transforming, quantization, sampling, and entropy coding.

In depth video encoders, transforming converts images from
spatial domain to frequency domain. An existing CS-based
depth map coding algorithm [14] adopts a sub-sampled 2D
discrete cosine transform (DCT) to obtain de-correlated sam-
ples. Traditional DCT is not efficient for maintaining complex
shaped edges [15] which are important for depth maps.
Graph based transform (GBT) has also been proposed for
depth video coding [16], providing effective sparse transform.
Nevertheless, side information of GBT reduces the overall
coding efficiency. By applying Fourier transform, Sarkis and
Diepold [17] proposed a depth coding algorithm with the vari-
able density random sampling method. The method does not
consider the characteristics of Fourier coefficients which can
be compressed. While Li et al. [18] utilized Gaussian mix-
ture models (GMM) to generate transformed product vector
quantizers, the number of Gaussian components limits the
selection of bit rates. Considering that depth maps contain
both sharp boundaries and smooth areas, an adaptive wavelet
transform is developed in the proposed codec. By transform-
ing, sharp boundaries are concentrated in high frequency
sub-blocks, while large smooth areas lay in low frequency
sub-blocks. Furthermore, the transform follows the principle
of local entropy minimization, reducing the local data volume.

Many existing inter prediction methods cannot be applied
in CS-based encoders for their high complexity. To reduce
temporal redundancy, Vijayanagar et al. [19] directly com-
pressed the residual information between blocks in P frames
and the co-located blocks in I frames, ignoring the
motion information between successive frames. Similarly,
Li et al. [18] compressed temporal redundancy between adja-
cent frames by using the differential symbol encoding method.
Chen et al. [20] exploited temporal correlation among frames.
In his method, a frame level motion estimation is conducted
to reduce temporal redundancy. Nevertheless, the process of
motion estimation can be more precise and applied in block
level. Liu et al. [21] developed a block level motion estima-
tion scheme in the distributed codec. In the method, motion
estimation is conducted in the decoder, and data is inversely
transmitted to the encoder. The additional backward data
transmission increases communication burden. Based on the
extracted average value of the block, in the proposed codec,
a block-level fast motion estimation is designed to reduce the
temporal redundancy with negligible complexity.

In CS-based depth video encoder, the proper combination
of QP and measurement rate optimizes bit-rate and coding
quality. Liu et al. [22] predefined QP and measurement rate
empirically, which was lack of flexibility. Do et al. [23]

employed a fixed measurement rate, and adjusted QP to control
the coding process, which cannot reach the best performance.
In some methods, such as [20], [24], dictionaries are trained as
references to measurement rates of frames. Although this kind
of methods is highly efficient, the measurement rate relays
on the quality of dictionaries heavily. Cen et al. [13], [25]
deduced a rate-distortion (R-D) model with packet loss prob-
ability to guide the measurement rate allocation. Li et al. [12]
proposed an adaptive cluster sparsity sensing method and
dynamically determined the measurement rate. Compared with
the above methods, the influence of QP and measurement rate
on bit-rate and distortion is comprehensively considered in the
proposed codec. By constructing a combined R-D model, the
encoder can simultaneously determine the optimized QP and
measurement rate to improve overall R-D performance.

III. COMPRESSED SENSING IN DEPTH VIDEO CODING

This section introduces the process of compressed sensing
and reconstruction, especially in the proposed depth codec.
Consider an N × N block in depth videos, and vectorize the
block as x ∈ RN2

by zig-zag scanning. By adopting a designed
orthogonal basis � ∈ RN2×N2

, the block signal x can be
represented as

x = �s (1)

where vector s ∈ RN2
is the sparse representation of x. If s

has K non-zero elements, x is a K-sparse signal [26].
In the CS-based depth codec, sampling is conducted by a

linear measurement matrix � ∈ RM×N2
with M � N2 as

y = �x = ��s (2)

where y ∈ RM is the sampled and compressed vector.
To reconstruct depth blocks, total variation (TV)

minimization [27] is adopted in the proposed codec.
TV minimization utilizes piece-wise smooth characteristics
of depth blocks. Instead of finding the sparsest solution
within the domain of transform �, TV minimization finds the
‘smoothest’ solution within the space of possible solutions.
TV minimization enforces sparsity upon the gradient of the
solution. In detail, for a block B, TV function is defined as

TV(B) =
∑

i,j

∣∣Bi+1,j − Bi,j
∣∣ + ∣∣Bi,j+1 − Bi,j

∣∣ (3)

where Bi,j represents the pixel value at position (i, j) in B.
Applying the above function, the CS recovery problem can be
solved by TV minimization as

x̂ = arg min
x̂

∥∥y − �x̂
∥∥

2 + λTV(x) (4)

where x̂ is the reconstructed vectorized depth block.

IV. PROPOSED DEPTH CODEC ARCHITECTURE

The proposed encoder is shown in Fig. 1. In the encoder,
I frame is divided into the non-overlap 64×64 block, which is
depicted as BI . The average value of BI is firstly calculated and
transmitted via differential encoding, and the average value is
depicted as m. After extracting m, BI leaves residual values
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Fig. 1. The proposed depth video encoder.

as BI,res. Then, an adaptive DWT is applied on BI,res. The
details of the adaptive DWT is presented in Section IV-A.
Then, sub-blocks decomposed by the adaptive DWT are vec-
torized, quantized and compressive sampled as yI , which is
explained in Section IV-C. To further reduce the data volume,
a 0-order exp-Golomb code is adopted as the entropy coder
to compress the sampling signal yI .

The encoding process of P frames is similar to I frames.
Firstly, the block average value m is also calculated and
transmitted. Different from I frames, the encoder applies fast
motion estimation scheme for P frames to remove tempo-
ral redundancy. The motion estimation scheme utilizes m to
search the best matching block BI,ref in the reference I frame
efficiently, which is shown in Section IV-B. After motion esti-
mation, the P frame is decomposed by DWT, following the
decomposition tree T from BI,ref . Next, the wavelet sub-block
is also vectorized, quantized and compressed as yP with the
QP and the measurement rate from BI,ref . Hence, the encoder
calculates the residual of the sample signal yP as

yP,res = yP − yI (5)

where yP,res is the residual of yP. Finally, yP,res is converted
into the bit-stream via entropy coding.

The decoder is presented in Fig. 2. By entropy decoding, the
block average value m, the signal yI and yP,res are obtained.
For I frames, the original wavelet sub-block can be recon-
structed via TV minimization from yI by (3) (4). Next, the
residual block BI,res can be obtained by de-quantization and
reverse DWT. After adding the extracted average value m, the
original block BI can be recovered. For P frames, the obtained
residual signal yP,res should be recovered by

yP = yP,res + yI (6)

where yI is the sample signal form BI,ref . After recovering yP,
the remaining process is the same as I frames.

A. Adaptive Wavelet Decomposition

In order to decompose BI,res efficiently, we designs an adap-
tive DWT decomposition scheme according to the principle
of local entropy minimization. In the scheme, the block can
be maximally decomposed to 8 × 8 sub-blocks via 3-level
DWT if necessary. Considering that different blocks have
different local entropy and edge information, the depth of

Fig. 2. The proposed depth video decoder.

decomposition is controlled by the principle of local entropy
minimization. By utilizing the principle, the scheme can
reduce the total local entropy of the whole residual block,
and improve the sparsity of sub-blocks, which can lower the
measurement rate in the following CS sampling. Meanwhile,
the process of decomposition is lossless, which cannot lead to
the quality degradation of residual blocks.

To be specific, 64 × 64 residual block BI,res is firstly
decomposed to 32 × 32 sub-blocks Bi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) with
a decomposition tree T constructed simultaneously. In the
following decomposition, the local entropy is introduced as
the cost function to control the decomposition process. For a
block B, the local entropy is calculated as

H(B) = E
[− log pi

] = −
n∑

i=1

pi log pi (7)

where n is the total number of pixel values in the block, and
pi is the probability of occurrence of the i-th pixel value.

Considering that each block Bi can generate 4 sub-blocks
via DWT, the total local entropy of 4 sub-blocks SumH can
be calculated, and is used to compare with the original block
entropy H(Bi). If H(Bi) is larger, indicating that the decom-
position reduces the total local entropy, 4 sub-blocks are
reserved and T is updated. Otherwise, the decomposition for
Bi is terminated and 4 sub-blocks are abandoned, in order to
avoid increasing the local entropy. When the size of sub-block
becomes 8 × 8 or all of the decomposition is terminated, the
algorithm outputs all of the sub-blocks and the updated T .

Same as depth blocks, residual blocks also consist of sharp
boundaries and smooth regions. After the adaptive DWT,
boundaries and regions can be precisely transformed to high
and low frequency sub-blocks respectively. Thus, different QPs
and measurement rates can be selected for different sub-blocks
to satisfy the property and the error-tolerance of each sub-
block. Moreover, the wavelet basis is also an orthonormal
sparse basis, lying the foundation for CS sampling.

B. Average Value Based Motion Estimation

In order to compress temporal redundancy of frames,
a block average value based motion estimation scheme is
designed for P frames. The scheme takes I frame in each GOP
as the reference frame to predict the remaining P frames in the
same GOP. Since similar blocks have similar average values,
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Fig. 3. Average value based fast motion estimation.

the scheme searches the best matching block in the reference
I frame by comparing the block average value m. The aver-
age value based scheme can find the best candidate reference
blocks for motion estimation. Meanwhile, the scheme has low
complexity, reducing coding time and energy.

In detail, the designed motion estimation scheme is shown
in Fig. 3. The red block in P frame FP is the current coding
block, and denoted as BCur. The average value of BCur is mCur.
In order to predict BCur, the scheme selects the co-located
block B0 with the adjacent 8 blocks Bi (i = 1, 2 · · · 8) in
the reference I frame FI as the candidate blocks. Then, the
average value mi (i = 1, 2 · · · 8) of the candidate block Bi is
compared with mCur respectively. If |mCur − mi| ≤ 1, the i-th
block Bi is chosen as the candidate matching block. Among all
the candidate matching blocks, the block with the least sum of
absolute differences (SAD) is finally chosen as the reference
block. SAD of block Bi is calculated as

SADi =
64∑

x=1

64∑

y=1

|Bi(x, y) − BCur(x, y)| (8)

where Bi(x, y) and BCur(x, y) are the pixel values of block Bi

and BCur at position (x, y) respectively.
While none of the candidate blocks satisfies

|mCur − mi| ≤ 1, the block which has the closest average
value mi to mCur is selected as the reference block directly.
After the reference block is determined, the current block
BCur is decomposed via DWT, following the decomposition
tree T obtained from the reference block. In the following
coding process, QP and measurement rate is also obtained
from the reference block.

C. Quantization and Sampling

After the adaptive DWT, the obtained wavelet sub-blocks
are quantized for better sampling. Considering that high
frequency represents boundaries and plays a more important
role in depth videos, QP is respectively set for high and
low frequency sub-blocks. In the proposed codec, QP of high
frequency sub-blocks is set as QH = k (k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 · · · ),
while QP of low frequency sub-blocks is QL = 5k. After deter-
mining QP, the quantized values of the wavelet sub-block is
shown as

sq(x, y) = round

(
s(x, y)

Q

)
(9)

Fig. 4. The surface of ‘Bits’ to (C, QH). Notes: ‘Bits’ means total bits needed
to encode blocks, ‘C’ and ‘QPAc’ indicate the measurement coefficient C and
QH respectively.

for simplification, the subscript L and H are omitted. Where
s is the original value, and sq is the quantized value. (x, y) is
the position of the value.

After quantization, the quantized sub-block is vectorized
via zig-zag scanning as vector sq. Then, a partial Hadamard
matrix [28] is adopted to sample sq into y by (2).

V. COMBINED R-D MODEL AND JOINT OPTIMIZATION

In the proposed codec, QP and measurement rate both
directly affect the coding performance. Thus, a joint
optimization method of QP and measurement rate is proposed
to improve the coding quality. In order to determine the best
combination of QP and measurement rate, the influences of
above two parameters to bit-rate and distortion are studied
respectively. Due to QL = 5QH , QH is used to indicate QP of
blocks.

The measurement rate is defined as

MeasurementRate = M

N
(10)

where M is the number of elements of the sampling signal,
and N is the number of elements of the original vectorized
signal. Further, M can be calculated as

M = CK log
N

K
(11)

where K is the sparsity degree, and C is the undetermined
coefficient. It can be seen that the measurement rate is con-
trolled by C from (10) and (11). Therefore, we select C to
indicate the measurement rate.

The relationship between the bits needed to encode blocks
and the combined (C, QH) is studied. By statical results, we
find that various depth sequences have similar relationship,
and show the same properties. As an example, Fig. 4 shows
the surface of Bits to (C, QH) of the first frame from ‘Undo
Dancer’. In the figure, ‘Bits’ means total bits needed to encode
blocks, ‘C’ and ‘QPAc’ indicate the measurement coefficient C
and QH respectively. In the surface, the bits increase with the
growth of C, and drop when QH increases. Then, considering
complexity and performance, a polynomial function can be
used to fit the surface as

Bits = p02Q2
H + p11QHC + p01QH + p10C + p00 (12)

where p02, p11, p01, p10 and p00 are undetermined coefficients.
Same as the above analysis, the surface of block distor-

tion to (C, QH) can be obtained as Fig. 5 shows. The mean
squared error (MSE) is used to evaluate the block distortion.
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Fig. 5. The surface of ‘MSE’ to (C, QH). Notes: ‘MSE’ means distortion
of blocks, ‘C’ and ‘QPAc’ indicate the measurement coefficient C and QH
respectively.

TABLE I
R2 COEFFICIENT OF FITTING FUNCTION

‘C’ and ‘QPAc’ indicate the measurement coefficient C and
QH respectively. The fitting function is

MSE = q02Q2
H + q11QHC + q01QH + q10C + q00 (13)

where q02, q11, q01, q10 and q00 are undetermined coefficients.
For the sequences used for statistic, R2 coefficients are listed

in Table I. From the table, it is obvious to see that the proposed
polynomial functions fit the actual surface well.

After obtaining (12) and (13), the QP and the measurement
rate optimization problem can be transformed as

min MSE = f (C, QH)

s.t. Bits = g(C, QH) ≤ BitsT (14)

where f (C, QH) indicates (13), g(C, QH) indicates (12), and
BitsT is the target bits to encode blocks.

In order to solve the problem, the problem is converted into
an unconstrained problem as

arg min
C,QH

J = f (C, QH) + λ(g(C, QH) − BitsT) (15)

Gradient descent method is applied to solve the above
problem. In detail, the initial solution of (15) is set as

Opt0 =
⎡

⎣
λ0
C0
QH,0

⎤

⎦ (16)

Then, the gradient of (15) can be calculated as

∇J = ∂J

⎡

⎣
1
∂λ
1

∂C
1

∂QH

⎤

⎦ (17)

Next, the iteration begins as

Optk+1 = Optk − α∇J (18)

Until ∇J(Optk) ≤ ε, the optimization Opt∗ is set as
Optk. Opt∗ is finally used to encode the block.

According to (12) and (13), pre-encoding should be con-
ducted at least 5 times, in order to generate fitting functions.

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL SEQUENCES

In practice, every block in I frames is pre-encoded once, in
order to reduce complexity. In detail, the current block can get
encoded data from adjacent blocks, considering that adjacent
blocks have spatial redundancy and similar properties with the
current block. The data from left, upper, upper left and upper
right encoded blocks can in total provide 8 groups of data to
the current block, including 4 groups of pre-encoding data and
4 groups of coded data. Adding the pre-encoding data of the
current block, 9 groups of data can be used to derive the fit-
ting function, and calculate the optimized combination of QP
and measurement rate. For P frames, the coding parameter is
directly obtained from the reference block in the I frame.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since depth videos are used to render virtual views in
practice, virtual view videos are adopted to evaluate the
performance of the proposed depth video codec. In detail,
the experiments are conducted on 8 sequences, and 2 views
of each sequence are selected as reference views to render
a virtual view as Table II shows. All of the sequences and
views are selected according to the common test condition of
3D video coding [29] from joint collaborative team on video
coding (JCT-VC) which is the video standard working group.
Generally speaking, a depth video codec should satisfy practi-
cal applications, if the codec could achieve high performance
on these test sequences and views with diversified properties.

In order to verify the performance of the proposed codec on
consumer electronics, all of the experiments are conducted on
a cellphone. Since cellphones are widely used in our daily life
as typical consumer devices, the performance of the proposed
codec on the cellphone can indicate the practical performance
on a variety of consumer devices. The CPU of the used cell-
phone is 1.5 GHz. The RAM is 2GB, while the ROM is 16GB.
Moreover, all of the methods mentioned in experiments are
complied with C++. The experiments consist of three parts.
The first part is to verify the R-D performance, the second
part compares the complexity of encoders, and the last part
shows the energy consumption of each method. The detailed
results are shown in the following sub-sections.

A. R-D Performances

In the experiment, depth videos from two reference views
are encoded, virtual view videos synthesized by original tex-
ture videos and coded depth videos are used to evaluate the
R-D performance of the codec. The proposed codec is com-
pared with 3D-HEVC (H.265) reference software HTM 16.1,
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Fig. 6. R-D performances of ‘AllIntra’ mode. The proposed codec is compared with the method proposed by Li et al. [18], HTM 16.1 and JMVC 8.5.

Fig. 7. R-D performances of ‘IPPP’ mode. The proposed codec is compared with the method proposed by Li et al. [18], HTM 16.1 and JMVC 8.5.

and 3D-AVC (H.264) reference software JMVC 8.5. QPs of
HTM and JMVC are set as 26, 31, 36, 41, 46. Meanwhile, the
proposed method is also compared with the method propsed
by Li et al. [18]. In [18], a GMM based compressive sens-
ing video codec is proposed. In the codec, each block of the
video is modeled by a GMM, and compressed by a product
vector quantization. Moreover, the codec adopts differential
pulse code modulation to reduce temporal redundancy.

For a comprehensive comparison, two coding conditions
are adopted in the experiments. One is ‘AllIntra’ mode, and
the other one is ‘IPPP’ mode. In ‘AllIntra’ mode, all frames
are I frames, which means that only intra prediction is used
to compress spatial redundancy and inter prediction schemes
in all of the methods are disabled. In ‘IPPP’ mode, every 4
frames form a group, where the first frame is an I frame and

following 3 successive frames are P frames in which temporal
redundancy is also eliminated besides spatial redundancy.

The performance of ‘AllIntra’ mode are shown in Fig. 6. In
the figure, x-axis implies the total bit-rate needed to encode
left and right reference depth videos. y-axis implies the PSNR
of the rendered virtual view synthesized by the coded depth
videos and original texture videos, and PSNR is calculated by
comparing the luminance component of the distorted frames
and the original frames. It is obvious to see that the proposed
method outperforms the other 3 methods in ‘AllIntra’ mode
with a better R-D performance.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of 4 methods in ‘IPPP’
mode. The motion estimation and compensation schemes of
4 methods are enabled. In JMVC 8.5 and HTM 16.1, a full
search based method is adopted to find the best reference
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TABLE III
CODING EFFICIENCY COMPARISON OF 4 CODECS IN ‘ALLINTRA’ MODE

TABLE IV
CODING EFFICIENCY COMPARISON OF 4 CODECS IN ‘IPPP’ MODE

Fig. 8. Synthesized image of 3rd frame of sequence ‘Newspaper’ (QP=36)
in ‘AllIntra’ mode. Note: (a) is encoded with JMVC 8.5, (b) is encoded with
HTM 16.1, (c) is encoded with Li’s method [18], (d) is encoded with the
proposed method.

blocks. Li et al. [18] applied a differential pulse code modula-
tion to remove temporal redundancy. Our method utilizes the
proposed average value based fast motion estimation scheme.

Fig. 9. Synthesized image of 14th frame of sequence ‘Poznan_Hall2’
(QP=31) in ‘IPPP’ mode. Note: (a) is encoded with JMVC 8.5, (b) is encoded
with HTM 16.1, (c) is encoded with Li’s method [18], (d) is encoded with
the proposed method.

In Fig. 7, x-axis is the total bit-rate needed to encode left
and right reference depth videos, and y-axis is the PSNR of
rendered virtual views. The R-D curves also show that our
method outperforms the other 3 methods in ‘IPPP’ mode.
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TABLE V
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON IN ‘ALLINTRA’ MODE

TABLE VI
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON IN ‘IPPP’ MODE

TABLE VII
ENERGY CONSUMPTION COMPARISON IN ‘ALLINTRA’ MODE

TABLE VIII
ENERGY CONSUMPTION COMPARISON IN ‘IPPP’ MODE

We also calculate the Bjontegaard-Delta (BD)-PSNR and
the BD-bitrate [30] by taking the RD curves of JMVC 8.5
as the baseline. The detailed results for ‘AllIntra’ and ‘IPPP’
mode are shown in Table III and Table IV respectively. In
the tables, a positive value for BD-PSNR indicates quality
improvement of the compared codec than JMVC 8.5 , and
a negative value for BD-bitrate indicates bitrate saving. The
results shown in Table III and Table IV are consistent with the
curves in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In ‘AllIntra’ mode, the proposed
method, compared with JMVC 8.5, achieves 2.36 dB PSNR
gain on average, and the bitrate saving achieves 53.41%.

Compared with HTM 16.1 and Li et al. method [18], the
proposed method has better performance both in BD-PSNR
and BD-bitrate. For ‘IPPP’ mode, the proposed method also
has better coding quality with BD-PSNR improvement up to
2.99 dB, compared with JMVC 8.5. The proposed method
also has better performance than HTM 16.1 and Li et al.
method [18].

Further, the subjective quality of the synthesized views is
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Fig. 8 is an example of ‘AllIntra’
mode, and Fig. 9 is an example of ‘IPPP’ mode. According
to the figures, it is obvious to see that the proposed method,
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compared with other methods, has better subjective quality,
especially at preserving boundaries.

In order to be adapted to the properties of depth videos, the
proposed codec utilizes the adaptive wavelet decomposition to
precisely separate high and low frequency. For high frequency,
which indicates boundaries and details, a small QP is adopted
to restrain the distortion of blocks. Depth videos, which main-
tain boundaries well, can naturally render the virtual view
with high quality, and recover detail features of virtual view.
Moreover, the proposed joint optimization scheme selects the
best combination of QP and measurement rate for each block
in order to further improve coding performance. Additionally,
an average value based fast motion estimation is designed
to reduce temporal redundancy, ensuring that the proposed
encoder can achieve excellent performance in ‘IPPP’ mode.

B. Computational Complexity

In experiments, coding time is adopted to indicate cod-
ing complexity. The coding time is depicted as the average
time consumed to encode depth videos on the cellphone,
including 2 reference views and 5 bit-rate. Moreover, two
methods are additionally added in the experiments to show
the complexity of the proposed method, including the method
proposed by Kim and Lee [11] and the method proposed by
Wang et al. [10]. Both of two methods are low-complexity
codecs applying in consumer devices. Kim and Lee [11]
reduced complexity of AVC, while Wang et al. [10] proposed
a low-complexity example of HEVC.

Table V shows the time comparison in ‘AllIntra’ mode.
Compared with JMVC 8.5, HTM 16.1 and their low-
complexity examples, the CS-based methods, including
Li et al. method [18] and the proposed method, can save
a lot of time due to the fact that it can generate sampling
signals quickly. Compared with Li et al. method [18], the
proposed method consumes less time, because the proposed
adaptive DWT can decompose depth blocks efficiently with
low complexity.

In ‘IPPP’ mode, Table VI demonstrates that the proposed
method can save much more time than the traditional encoders,
which means that the proposed method is with low-complexity.
Compared with the motion estimation schemes in H.264 and
H.265, the proposed method designs a fast motion estima-
tion and compensation scheme. Compared with Li et al.
method [18], P frames in the proposed method can obtain
the decomposition tree T , QP, and measurement rate from the
reference blocks, which saves a lot of time and reduces the
complexity.

C. Energy Consumption

Considering that the proposed codec is applied in consumer
devices which have limited energy, we also conduct experi-
ments on the cellphone to show the energy consumption for
the proposed method. Similar with the complexity, the average
power consuming is used to evaluate the energy consump-
tion. The average power consuming is depicted as the average
power cost to encode depth videos on the cellphone, including
2 reference views and 5 bit-rate.

Table VII and Table VIII shows the power reduction of
each method in ‘AllIntra’ mode and ‘IPPP’ mode respectively.
It is obvious to see that the CS-based methods, including
Li et al. method [18] and the proposed method, consume less
power than JMVC 8.5, HTM 16.1 and their low-complexity
examples. Compared with Li et al. method [18], the proposed
method still saves more energy.

Different from traditional methods and their low-complexity
examples, the CS-based methods cost less power due to the
simple sampling process. Meanwhile, the proposed method
designs a fast motion estimation algorithm which avoids com-
plex full searching, saving a lot of energy. Thus, the proposed
method reaches the least energy consumption in the compared
methods. The low-complexity and energy-saving ensure that
the proposed method can meet demands of consumer devices.

VII. CONCLUSION

In the paper, we proposed a low complexity CS-based depth
video codec for consumer devices. The codec adopts an adap-
tive DWT algorithm to decompose depth blocks, and the
algorithm follows the principle of local entropy minimization
to reduce the local data volume. For temporal redundancy
between successive frames, an average value based fast motion
estimation scheme is designed to search the best matching
block efficiently. Moreover, a joint optimization scheme is
studied to determine the best combination of QP and mea-
surement rate, in order to further improve the quality of
encoded depth videos. The experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed encoder, compared with H.264, can achieve
BD-PSNR improvement up to 4.28 dB on virtual view videos
in ‘AllIntra’ mode. In ‘IPPP’ mode, the proposed codec can
achieve an average BD-PSNR gain of 1.79dB on virtual view
videos. Compared with H.265 and the method proposed by
Li et al. [18], the proposed codec also outperforms them in
both ‘AllIntra’ mode and ‘IPPP’ mode. The subjective results
show that the proposed codec can preserve the boundaries
and detailed features of virtual view videos with high quality.
Moreover, compared with H.264 and H.265, the complexity
and the energy consumption of the proposed codec is much
lower, which is adapted to consumer devices.
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